FIRST IMPRESSIONS TO
LASTING MEMORIES
HOTEL AND LIVING LIGHTING GUIDE
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FIRST
IMPRESSIONS
THAT LAST
From the landscape to the reception, the restaurant
to the suite.
Light can define the guest experience. It can be
the first impression of a hotel or building as they
approach the entrance, it can shape their opinion of
what’s to come before they’ve set foot through the
door.
Once inside light can continue to create that lasting
impression and can be a reason they chose to come
back.
Throughout this guide we discuss the methods of
lighting hospitality and living spaces as well as
what you should consider when creating a lighting
scheme.
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THE CREATIVE
DRIVING
FORCE IN
ARCHITECTURAL
LIGHTING

Front page
Project Title: Oxford Street, London
Lighting Design: Lighting Design International
Photography: Andrew Beasley
This page
Project Title: Kimpton Fitzroy, London
Lighting Design: Lighting Design International
Photography: Gavriil Papadiotis
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WE CREATE

AMAZING
EXPERIENCES
WITH LIGHT
Lighting can turn spaces into
experiences.
Using the captivating power
of light, we change the way
people see or react to buildings,
environments and the space
around them.

Project Title: Serpentine Pavilion, London
Lighting Design: Aecom
Photography: Zumtobel
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WHY?

TO CAPTURE THE JOURNEY
From the moment our destination is in view the anticipation begins. The inviting warm
reception, a drink at the bar, a comfortable bed, it is this experience that is determined
by the lighting. How it defines the space, our time and the view.
The first impressions that are made from the reception through to the lounge, the
bedroom and the bathroom and how we control the light determines our time and
our impression of the hotel. The light will capture the look and feel (the brand) of the
hotel from the point of arrival to the morning when we leave.
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WHY DO WE LIGHT?
FOR THE GUEST

The guest is the centre of the experience. Every moment
is focused upon their enjoyment of each space. The hotel
is designed to capture their imagination, to capture the
moment whether for business or pleasure. Layers of light
carefully integrated into the architecture accentuate the
colours, finishes and textures determining the look and
feel carefully married with the branding of the hotel.

IDENTITY

Whether a global or local brand, there is an increasing trend and
customer expectation that a hotel interior reflects its locality.
That the materials used, colours and finishes reflect where in the
world it is located and not just a generic specification, it is the
balance of layers of light that brings depth and focus defining
the location and identity.

EXPERIENCE

The brand identity of the hotel is portrayed and remains
consistent through the look and feel of each space. Bar and
restaurants often have their own identity to attract the local
community and provide a break from the rest of the hotel interior.
The expectations change from day into the evening with different
clients. The control of light will help to create new scenes of light
to reflect the need and time of day.

Gold on 27, Dubai
Lighting Design: Delta Lighting
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acdc’s FIVE WAYS TO LIGHT
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GRAZE
A close offset graze captures the texture and gradient of a façade. The
light gently drops off until it captures the lintel of each level of the building,
capturing the height and scale. It can be less harsh than a spot lit method,
depending upon your beam angle.
acdc’s BLADE family ensures that when linear luminaires are installed end
to end, there will be no shadow gaps and no scalloping from individual
LEDs. BLADE’s single optic and soft beam technology provides a soft graze
with a real punch. With both symmetric and asymmetric optic options,
BLADE can be used for a single flat pillar or in a continuous rows over a
large façade.

THE PRINCIPAL HOTEL - LONDON
Lighting Design International (LDI) created a scheme for the Grade II listed
Principal Hotel that emphasises the hotel’s dominance within Russell
Square whilst providing areas of interest at street level for arriving guests
and passers by. The key to the success of LDI’s scheme was balancing
the intensity of each lighting effect.
Confidence in the application of large quantities of low-output fittings to
achieve the collective overall effect was crucial to the design and provided
drama and contrast.
The acdc PLAZA luminaire outlines the building and large scale features
such as the tall columns at ground level which were up-lit by acdc 10°
Plaza 10 fittings. The high-level turquoise turrets are washed by acdc 16°
Plaza 20 floodlights .
At low level LDI focused on smaller features including uplighting the
large columns flanking the main entrance from below ground level with
acdc’s 10° Plaza 10 fittings. All light fittings are surface mounted to limit
damage to the terracotta exterior with cabling hidden out of sight within
the architectural nooks and crannies.
The overall result is an incredible yet classic example of a simple, integrated
and seamless design.

Principlal Hotel, UK
Lighting Design: Lighting Design International
Photography: Gavriil Papadiotis
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FIVE METHODS OF LIGHT

FLOOD
To flood a façade does not mean simply throw light at it. Careful planning
and consideration ensure the building is brought to life at night, that the
lit effect reflects its character within its context.
Luminaires can be mounted close to the façade to create longer shadows
projecting up, or come away to reduce them. Consider how people might
interact with the luminaires. Are they going to walk in front of the fittings
casting shadows? Think of those inside – they don’t want glare in their
face, especially for hotels and living (we will simply spoil the view!)
The FUSION family of high output floodlights with precision optics enables
the luminaire to be installed away from the facade. Light is focused upon
the key architectural details rather than pouring light into the night sky.

BROADCASTING TOWER – LEEDS
At 70 metres high, Broadcasting Tower dominates the Leeds skyline by
day, thanks not only to its distinctive, weathered steel exterior, but also
due to strong cubic spirals and bold angles. Yet by night, this stunning
structure is unlit and virtually invisible.
This provided us with a perfect blank canvas for our FUSION demonstrations
after the building’s owners, British-based property investment specialists
– Downing – kindly granted us access.
The FUSION floodlights were offset from the sharp overhanging angles
of Broadcasting Tower to perfectly accentuate the building’s twists and
turns, with the warm white adding a previously unimaginable depth and
richness of colour to the bold structure.
Thanks to hybrid hydra drive technology, FUSION efficiently and smoothly
dims down to zero without flickering to cast a wave of warm white upon
the tower as it gently washes up the building’s façade.

Broadcasting Tower, UK
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FIVE METHODS OF LIGHT

SPOT
Spotlighting allows the scheme to create drama through contrast, revealing
something very different about a space at night, changing the view and the
scene of light.
A balance of layers of light can often bring spotlighting and graze together
allowing a focus to be defined with the background of our view as the
vertical with a natural graze, either going up or coming down.

ROYAL OPERA HOUSE – LONDON
London’s Royal Opera House was given a new lease of life following a
spectacular programme of refurbishment by architects Stanton Williams.
The Grade I listed building has been opened up – bringing people closer
to the arts.

The miniature acdc PLAZA range (with a variety of optic options) have a
neutral aesthetic that enables them to be seamlessly integrated into the
architecture.

StudioFractal provided a comprehensive lighting design to the Open Up
areas – as well as a new lighting scheme for the Paul Hamlyn Hall and a
comprehensive exterior lighting design.
acdc’s PLAZA S3x bring the sparkle to Paul Hamlyn Hall. Once a flower
market, it now functions as a restaurant and champagne bar and occasional
performance space. The project’s Lighting Designer, Chris Sutherland
(Studio Fractal) explained, “The PLAZA S3x is used within Paul Hamlyn Hall
to gently highlight the rhythm of architectural features and columns within
the space, bringing it to life at night whilst respecting the architecture.”
In ground floor showcases, the small, adjustable DARC PRO was used
to draw attention to theatrical displays and illuminate artefacts on foyer
shelves.
Outside, Covent Garden’s piazza and retail colonnade is decked out with
PLAZA 10 floodlights. Drawing in the crowds, these compact surfacemounted gems dramatically emphasise the building’s façade creating
shafts of light that graze upwards.

Royal Opera House, UK
Lighting Design: StudioFractal
Photography: James Newton
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FIVE METHODS OF LIGHT

INTEGRATE
Hospitality and living puts people at the centre of design. Visual comfort
is key to their success and depends on how and where luminaires are
applied to a space (internal and external). Through a multi-disciplinary
design process, architectural detailing enables luminaires to be hidden
from view and thereby providing a soft perimeter ambient wash on to the
floor or defining the perimeter of a room from a cove. Detailing is key to
the success, as is the careful combination of the materials, the colour of
the light and the finish of the material.
acdc’s ORELLE and FINO FLEX provide the specifier with an interior and
exterior option for integrating light into miniature details to create a
consistent soft ambient wash of light.

KARIBE HOTEL – HAITI
Karibe Hotel uses acdc’s FINO FLEX throughout with over 2,700 metres
done in multiple phases.
With FINO FLEX Technology, the product is easier for hotel maintenance and
cleaning staff, by encapsulation and potted silicone protection. Its optical
pigmentation improves colour quality, reducing the “blue spike” that is
usually a challenge of silicone.
With FINO FLEX, you can add mood and drama with a number of colour
temperatures from warm to cooler tones to match the other fixtures in the
space, creating a cohesive design.

Karibe Hotel, Haiti
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FIVE METHODS OF LIGHT

DELINEATE
Creating a view and a sense of orientation and direction is important to
a hotel. When we arrive after a long journey, it is the lighting at night that
defines the façade. Through close collaboration, light can be integrated
into the façade creating a single colour or dynamic lit effect. Lighting can
also be integrated into the floor from outside in, defining our view and
providing direction.

MARINA BAY SANDS - SINGAPORE
The Event Plaza forms part of a large public entertainment space at
Singapore’s Marina Bay Sands Integrated Resort; it is situated in front of the
Retail Development, and links down to Marina Bay Waterfront Promenade.

The acdc VISTA luminaire is miniature in size. It is easily integrated into a
façade or a landscape masterplan providing a dynamic homogenous lit
effect when installed end to end. This provides consistency from vertical
to horizontal throughout a project.

The brief, was to provide appropriate illumination that maintained an
uninterrupted ‘open’ surface, i.e. no intrusive lighting columns or bollards,
but also provided necessary illumination to clearly define circulation paths
and steps when operated in a tiered capacity.
This solution provides three ‘scenarios’:
• When relatively empty the linear ‘lines of light’ emphasise the geometry
and provide ‘direction, defining the view from the platform across the
Bay towards the Cityscape;
• When occupied the illumination of the people provides a sense of spatial
definition and ‘volume’;
• People moving through the space provide activity through random and
sporadic illumination.
acdc’s Vista, a compact linear LED marker light for shallow depth
installations provided the optimum specification due to a number of
factors. Vista has the ability to easily specify continuously illuminated lines
of light with no interruptions. It also offers a clean, flangeless, minimal
appearance minimising the day time appearance; and with its uniform
diffuse illumination has no visible individual LED sources. Finally, Vista has
a very low surface heat in operation, which was imperative due to the very
high pedestrian volume within this area.

Marina Bay Sands, Singapore
Lighting Design: Project Lighting Design, Singapore
Photography: Jonty Cheshire, OnEvent Singapore
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FIVE METHODS OF LIGHT

HOSPITALITY AND LIVING: WHAT MATTERS?
PEOPLE

CONTEXT

Lets start with people. The customer, the community, the
professional who works at a hotel. It’s about them. Their
visit, their stay, their day job and for some, their night time
work too. Making sure the lighting in all areas optimises
people’s time - offering that personal approach.

Understanding the context of a project alongside the brand is
key to understanding how to light it. Whether it is a luxury spa
hotel in a remote location overlooking a lake where it is all about
escaping, intimacy and personal time. Or if it is in the middle of an
urban setting where clients vary from city breakers to business
people, understanding the core values of the brand of the hotel is
key to the development of a cohesive lighting design philosophy.

Whether it is the conference room and being in a meeting
all day., consider how the light helps people feel and be
more alert through dynamic lighting (warm to cool), putting
peoples’ health at the forefront of lighting design. Think
about the reception and atrium space, ensure the focus is
clear upon entering the hotel for the first time. That when
looking up and into the atrium, there is a real wow moment.
The light has captured the height, the scale, the architectural
centrepiece without causing visual discomfort to those
looking down and into the atrium.
Putting people at the centre of design is about visual comfort.
About health, optimising our experience and capturing the
opportunity.
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Guests want consistency from a brand, but they also want a
generous nod to the location so that it is not just a generic space.
Recognising the locality of a project and respecting that instead of
providing a generic lighting design by understanding the context
of a project means something to customers. Learning about the
local culture, people, expectations of visitors and how light is
going to place emphasis where it’s needed, picking out textures
and materials represents a unique definition of the space by the
brand. It is about designing a scheme that creates a culturally
immersive experience (inside and out).

CONTRAST

acdc’s five methods of application help to determine the level
of contrast that can be created within a hotel. First look at each
area and consider the desired lit effect. How will the design vary
from one space to another? What are the key features within each
space that we want to create a point of focus upon?
Build the scheme and the layers of light around the key features.
To put it simply, consider the perimeter walls. They are the
background to our view. The central features – art works, tables,
or open floor – and then finally, the interlinking spaces between
them. It is the considered balance of layers of light of these key
areas and how people interact with them that will help to define
the contrast values within each space.
Considerable attention should be given to the multi-use of a
space. How it is lit may need to evolve through the day and into
the evening. Changing the look and feel from business lunch to a
personal dinner with a loved one could be achieved by dimming
down, warming up or giving more focus to respond to the need,
to respond to people.

COLOUR

It is the warmth of the light in a restaurant as it is dimmed
down as the evening moves into the early hours. There are
pools of light on the table, it’s really low in light levels. It’s
about the light, the mood, the space. This continues through to
dynamic white light used on a façade to change the lit effect
over the period of one year. Perhaps it’s cool for summer and
warm white for winter. The why? The use of colour should
be about the space, the people, the façade and it reveals
something unseen. It communicates a period of time. It
communicates the brand and identity.
We should be careful how we use colour in hotels and living.
Lighting the ceiling of a restaurant in red coloured light might
mean the reflected light will look odd (think mashed potato
looking like strawberry sorbet). If it’s external, then coloured
light can help to brand the façade, in-keeping with the hotel
brand. It can put people at the centre of design and ensure
we are not pouring light into rooms or homes.
Colour is not only limited to light. It is the area or feature
being lit and the material and finish. How we can use light to
emphasise it, bringing out the warmth and the texture, or the
coolness and mirrored qualities.

HOSPITALITY AND LIVING: WHAT MATTERS?
TECHNOLOGY

Light and luminaire design has massively evolved over
the last 20-plus years, from non-dim options such as
metal halide to the introduction of LED. As this technology
evolves again, it provides the lighting designer with
options that were never possible before.
Lighting is no longer just a directional source, or a source
to graze picking out texture and colour. It is now a surface
on its own, creating contrast by backlighting glass or
acrylic which can be in a panel as small as a book to a
full wall.
Technology is a key layer of interior design and of lighting.
The people using it have direct control, allowing the room
and space to be tuned depending on the time of day.
Optics and luminaire design has evolved with the
same speed as LED. They can provide a focused beam
putting light where it’s required and not pouring it into
the night sky or internal space, with a low wattage
and high efficiency. Fundamentally, there is far more
choice providing the specifier with options for seamless
integration.
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LAYERS

A hotel is part of a community within its context and to ensure
success, it needs to attract a wide audience. A multi-purpose
piece of architecture to be used during the day and into the
evening. How lighting is applied will help to define that.
Layers of light allow for change. A change in lit effect from the
day into the night. It can be a conference room with downlights
and cove in, to a bar with a chandelier, integrated light, cove,
downlights and more, but critically, lets not forget decorative
lighting. Decorative lighting can help to continue the theme of
the finishes and textures in a room. Often, it is the architectural
lighting doing a lot of the work, and it works even better if
you can’t see it. That it’s low glare and scenes of light which
determine the balance of the layers.
As hotels (particularly new three star ones) are looking to
attract the millennial generation, communal areas need to be
used for a variety of functions, from a breakfast room in the
morning, to an open meeting space in the afternoon and a
lounge in the evening. Applying layers of light allows for this.

CONTROL

The expectations of customers in a luxurious five-star hotel
are different to those in a new three-star hotel, but the control
of lighting is the same.
From the research carried out by acdc, keeping it simple is
key for the luxury market. In comparison, in modern three-star
hotels, there is an expectation among the millennial generation
of control. They want to control light from their phone or tablet,
so it is important to match the use, the expectation, to the
audience.
It is now common practice for open spaces to be adaptive to
generate more revenue. The control of layers of light will enable
the hotel to change the look and feel of a space.
Control is also required externally for a dynamic lit effect upon a
façade, or using motional detectors to allow the light to slowly
dim up as guests approach and drive to the entrance or go
for a walk on a summers evening. All of which helps to create
depth and height in the landscape.

INSTALLATION

The devil is in the detail when it comes to lighting design.
To execute it, the contractor must invest their time and
passion into the project. This attitude has to be passed
on from the lighting designer to landscape architect, to
contractor and installer, all the way to end user.
The position and visual impact of the luminaires should
be carefully considered and coordinated as part of a multidisciplinary design approach, ensuring that all luminaires
are accessible and maintained. It is not necessarily the
luminaires that will detract from the overall impression of
the space, but the cabling or drivers and junction boxes
that can be seen to detract from the complete installation.
Consider the lighting and everything that comes with it to
ensure that it is integrated into the architecture.
A full maintenance programme should be integrated to
ensure the safe access and maintenance of all luminaires
and cabling. This should include a regular cleaning
programme of all luminaires to ensure that the lit effect is
maintained.

GRAZE - PRODUCTS TO USE
BLADE

LINEAR LUMINAIRES THAT CHANGE THE WAY WE
SEE BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES AT NIGHT
CLEAN BEAM DESIGN
FAST INSTALLATION
COMPLETE GLARE CONTROL
Using one linear optic which runs consistently across the length of the product,
BLADE eliminates scalloping. New mixing chamber technology means the
colours are mixed within the luminaire rather than on the surface. The result?
An even lit effect.
WATCH THE VIDEO

BLADE LRi

SPEC ME

BLADE Si

BLADE Sx
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Regent Bridge, UK
Lighting Design: FOTO-MA
Photography: © Stuart Armitt

SPOT - PRODUCTS TO USE
PLAZA S3x/S7x

POCKET SIZED POWERHOUSES
POCKET SIZED
HIGH OUTPUT
CLEAN BEAM DESIGN

Incredibly small to blend seamlessly within the architecture.
PLAZA S3x and S7x are finished in a specialist corrosion resistant powdercoat
paint to suit the demands of an exterior lighting project. This ensures longevity
of the product.
WATCH THE VIDEO

SPEC ME

Palais Hansen Kempinski
Vienna, Austria
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SPOT/GUIDANCE
SPOT
- PRODUCTS- PRODUCTS
TO USE TO USE
VERTIGO W AND C

POCKET
OUR
PINT-SIZED
SIZED POWERHOUSES
ARCHITECTURAL LUMINAIRES

CLEAN BEAM DESIGN
EXPRESS YOURSELF THROUGH MULTIPLE OPTIC VARIATIONS
QUICK AND SIMPLE INSTALLATION
VERTIGO W lets you EXPRESS YOURSELF like never before. During daylight
hours, these little gems allow the architecture to take centre stage. As evening
approaches, these outdoor lights decorate surfaces with their elegant shapes
of pure light.
WATCH THE VIDEO

SPEC ME
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INTEGRATED
SPOT
- PRODUCTS
- PRODUCTS
TO USE TO USE
FINO FLEX

POCKET
IP67
FLEXIBLE
SIZED POWERHOUSES
LIGHTING SYSTEM
20 METRE RUN LENGTHS
CHOICE OF OPTICS
QUICK, SINGLE PERSON INSTALL

A pencil thin flexible IP67 strip with integrated optics that packs a mean
punch (1,667 lumens per metre). For use in internal and external architectural
environments in 80 and 90CRI.

WATCH THE VIDEO

SPEC ME
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GUDANCE
SPOT
- PRODUCTS
- PRODUCTS
TO USE
TO USE
MONDO B AND W

A DECORATIVE
POCKET
SIZED POWERHOUSES
BOLLARD AND WALL LIGHT DELIVERING
IN EXCESS OF 460 LUMENS
PILLAR OR WALL MOUNTED
3000K
QUICK, SINGLE PERSON INSTALL
Let MONDO lead the way as these decorative luminaires guide you through
pathways and parkways. Perfect for the private grounds of hospitality and
residential projects.
WATCH THE VIDEO

SPEC ME
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